HP 24uh 24-inch LED Backlit Monitor

Responsive clarity at an appreciable price

Reliable performance while saving money and energy. The HP 24-inch LED Backlit Monitor provides a bright, responsive and energy efficient panel, within a sleek and versatile monitor.

Product overview

- Affordable and stylish: Ideally priced to use as a primary or secondary monitor for work or play at home. The compact and streamlined design needs only minimal space and is plug-and-play ready.
- Crisp and clear images: Enjoy the vivid picture quality of the 24-inch diagonal Full HD display with the clarity of 1920x1080 resolution,\(^1\) 10M:1 dynamic contrast ratio,\(^2\) exceptional 5ms response time,\(^2\) and VGA, DVI-D, and HDMI connectivity.
- Earth conscious: The LED backlit LCD monitor is designed to use less power and meets strict energy efficiency guidelines set by the Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Energy.\(^6\)

Earth conscious

- Energy efficient with recyclable plastic components and packaging, arsenic-free display glass, mercury-free LED backlighting, and certifications from Energy Star® and EPEAT®.\(^7\)(6)

Warranty

- Peace of mind coverage: Rest easy with a dependable HP 1-yr parts and labor limited warranty.\(^4\)
- Extended HP coverage: Enhance and extend your protection beyond the standard warranty with HP Care Packs providing broader coverage to avoid out-of-pocket expenses for unexpected repairs or replacement.\(^5\)

Product features

- Versatile viewing: Adjust your vantage point by easily tilting between -4°~22°.
- Union between computer and monitor: The included VGA cable provides a reliable connection between your computer and monitor and is identified by 15 pins displayed on three rows.
- Reduce the reflection: No need to continually shift in your chair to offset area lighting. The screen has a non-glare treatment to diffuse glare.
Monitor Specifications

Panel Type • TN w/ WLED backlight
Viewable image area • 24-inch display, diagonally measured
Viewing angle • Horizontal: 170°
• Vertical: 160°
Native Resolution (recommended) • 1920x1080
Contrast Ratio • Static: 1000:1
• Dynamic: 10,000,000:1
Brightness (typical) • 250 nits
Color Gamut • 72%
Color Support • Up to 16.7 million colors with the use of FRC technology
Pixel Pitch • 91.79 pixels per inch
• 0.276 x 0.276
Response Time (typical) • 5ms (on/off)
Signal Input Connectors • HDMI
• DVI-D
• VGA
Power Supply • Internal, 100-240V~,50/60Hz, (1.9m cable)
Maximum Power Consumption • 32W
Energy Saving Mode • 0.5W
Tilt • -4° to + 22° vertical
Detachable Base • Yes
VESA Mounting • Yes, 75 mm x 75 mm
Security Lock Ready • Yes
Unpackaged Dimensions • 22.26 in (W) x 7.99 in (D) x 16.22 in (H)
Unpackaged Weight • 7.46 lb
Packaged Dimensions • 25.12 in (W) x 5.12 in (D) x 16.54 in (H)
Packaged Weight • 10.12 lb
Languages • 10 (English, Spanish, German, French, Italian, Netherlands, Portuguese, Japanese, T-Chinese and S-Chinese)
Certifications • Microsoft WHQL Certification
On Screen Display • User controls: Auto Adjust,Brightness/Contrast, Image adjust, Colour, OSD setup, Language, Recall, Miscellaneous, Input select
• User Programmable modes: 0
• Monitor Control Buttons: Enter, Minus, Plus, Exit, Auto, Power

Learn more at hp.com

Accessories & Warranty

Supplied Accessories • Power cable
• VGA cable
Limited Warranty • Protected by an HP standard one-year limited warranty. Certain restrictions and exclusions apply.

Additional Information

Product Number • K5A38AA#ABA
Ad Embargo Date • 02/01/2015
UPC Code • 888793719220
Country of Origin • China
Tariff Number • 8528510000
Pallet Information • Dimensions:
• Total weight: 756.2 lb
• Layers: 5
• Products per layer: 14
• Total products per pallet: 70

(1) HD (High Definition) content required to view HD images.
(2) All performance specifications represent the typical specifications provided by HP's component manufacturers; actual performance may vary either higher or lower.
(3) VESA mounting arm or wall mounting assembly sold separately.
(5) Extended service is available throughout HP Care Pack Services, although service levels and response times may vary depending on geographic location. Service starts from date of hardware purchase. Restrictions and limitations apply. For additional information on HP Care Pack Services - www.HP.com/CarePack.
(6) ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STAR mark are registered trademarks owned by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. EPEAT® Silver registered in the U.S. and Canada. EPEAT registration varies by country. See www.epeat.net for registration status by country.
(7) Actual product may vary from image shown on datasheet. ©Copyright 2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. ENERGY STAR and the ENERGY STAR mark are registered trademarks owned by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 12/18_r1 tg